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video stabilization can be applied to your clips in a few ways. if you own a camcorder that uses the
picture stabilization technology (h.264 files come with the clip anyway). you can use the stabilization
in vegas pro, right inside of the video editing window. this makes it feel at first like you need to pay
for a separate stabilization tool, but its actually built right into the video editor. however, you can

only use it when you choose to, which probably explains why its only available for some files.
alternatively, you can add stabilization tools directly to your timeline from within vegas pro itself,

and you can add up to four. its important to remember that vegas pro uses a track system, so if you
want to enable or disable any one, you need to track them individually. the viewer window lets you
customize your own views and colors for editors, timeline markers, and more. you can also choose
how many frames of context you want, the type of markers on the timeline, and any screen edges
that should appear on each side. the viewer window makes is easy to find parts of the timeline you
want to change without need to scroll through the whole timeline. this should be fairly obvious, but

some editing options arent available for live action video. for example, you cant control camera
settings such as iso, focus, or aperture. some clips such as redcam footage have audio settings so
that you can control audio levels, but vegas pro doesnt have any. you can minimize the amount of
information you see by choosing toggles to your preference instead of the default. but, when i did

this, i was unable to access the project settings on the top right for settings.
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the next problem is we need to
upgrade our disk. click finder on
your top menu bar, navigate to
your application and click the

"macintosh hd" icon. select your
documents folder and click on
the "reformat" button. click the

"start over" button. if youre
having problems with the screen
and cant see anything, you can
update your mac os x. turn on
your computer and click the

power button until you see "start
up or restart". hold down the
option and click the "restart"
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button to restart your computer.
turn off your mac, and plug it

into an external monitor or one
of the macbook airs several

ports. if you notice any issues,
move the mouse and nothing

happens. this means that theres
a problem with the display. youll
need to restart your computer

using the "restart" button on the
top of your macbook. click

"shake" if you see any remaining
black screen. the menu of panels
on the left side isnt as important
as other tools that veya has, like
the timeline or media browser.
you cant treat it as a timeline

because, as i found out,
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everything is very sticky and
difficult to move around. if you
try to move an object or drag it,

it will immediately snap back
into place. even if you do have a
standalone timeline, that window
cant be used to jump to different
areas of the timeline. i have to

go to the timeline property itself
and click the selection next

button. given that there are only
three bars for the timeline, youd

have a lot of work moving
between them. im sure some
people will enjoy this feature,

but i didnt during my test
editing. the only way to move

the timeline is to move it around
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the same spot or by dragging
the slider within a preset area. to

jump to a specific time code in
the timeline, vegas is kind of

limited as i wasnt able to quickly
scroll to that code. 5ec8ef588b
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